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ABSTRACT: 
This paper presents the theoretical and experimental 

investigation for both dynamic and steady-state operation of 
a separately excited dc motor fed from flyback dc to dc  converter. 
The effect of duty ratio for different motor excitation levels on the 
motor performance characteristics are  investigated. 

The proposed simulation program is performed to predict and 
describe the system behaviour in starting and steady-state 
conditions. The computed results for both starting and steady- 
state are  given and proved to be in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

NOMENCLATURE: 
B : Viscous friction coefficient. 
C : Capacitance of filter. 
E : Battery e.m.f. 
F, : Switching frequency. 

1, : Instantaneous armature current. 
i~ : Instantaneous inductor current. 
i f  : Motor field current. 
,J : Moment of inertia. 
k, : Back e.m.f. coefficient. 
L,,R,: Parameter inductance and resistance. 
LI,R, : Input inductance and resistance of the coupling transformer 
TL : Load tol'que. - 

. , T : Total period time. . .. ' , 

V, : Motor input voltage. . . . . 

Vf : Motor field voltage. 
om : Motor angular speed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
The flvback converter is used as a buck-boost converter using 

one MOSFET. I t  is attractive for multiple output application with 
a better output voltage tracking than most other switching 
topologies. The saving in cost and size, due to absence of output 
inductor, is a significant advantage over other switching converter 
topologies. DC/DC switching regulators may be direct coupled, or 
they may be isolated by means of a transformer that is sized in 
accordance with the power level and switching frequency [I-21. 
The buck-boost converters are highly discontinuous input and 
output current which leads to large external filtering 
requirements 131. 

The disadvantage of cuk converter is the requirement of a 
coupling capacitance with a large ripple current carrying 
capability 141. To avoid the above problems, a DCIDC switching 
regulator is presented in Ref.[l]. In references 151, the system is 
operated in the discontinuous conduction mode. The continuous 
conduction mode is preferred but the input current shaping 
requires more complex control [6-101. 

In this paper a flyback converter feeding a separately excited dc 
motor is presented. Modeling and numerical simulation for this 
system are given to obtain dynamic and steady-state performance 
characteristics. The effect of duty ratio for different motor 
excitation levels on motor performance characteristics is given. 
The computed results are in a good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM: 
Figure (1) shows the schematic diagram of the system. I t  

consists of a DCJDC flyback converter using one MOSFET and a 
separately excited dc motor. The dc - dc converter with variable 
duty ratio which regulatesthe motor power is a step-up or step- 
down converter. The MOSFET is derived by an impulse 
generator of linear saw tooth carrier voltage. The simulation and 
experimental results for the gate pulses are shown in Figure (2). 
The duty ratio for the gate pulses is given as follows: 



Where, To, is the ON period of'thewMOSFET and, T is the total 
period. 

The time (Ton) can be varied by changing the control voltage 
signal from 0 to 12 volt which is compared with the carrier signal 
to obtain the gate pulses. 

The parameters of the system are given in the Appendix. The 
MOSFET is turned ON and OFF a t  a switching frequency F,. The 
capacitor C is large enough so that the ripple voltages are 
negligible. When the MOSFET is turned ON, energy stored in L1 
is increased. Diode Dl is inverse-biased and capacitor C 
discharges to sustain the voltage across the armature of the motor. 
When the MOSFET is turned OFF, LI discharges energy to 
charge the capacitor C and supply energy to the motor. 

3. MODELLING OF THE SYSTEM: 

3.1 Motor Modeling: 
There are two modes of operation for the system as shown in 

Figure (3). The performance equations for each mode are 
expressed as follows: 

Mode (1): 
In this mode. the MOSFET is turned ON. The differential 

equations describing this mode can.be written as in the following: 
dil/dt = llLI [-V, - i l  RI] (2) 
dV,/dt = 11C [il - I,] (3) 
d i,,/dt = l/Ln, [V,,-i,, Rn,-K,, a,] (4) 
d a,/dt = 1/J [K,, I, - B a, - TL] (5) 
Tc = k, in, (6) 
i~ = 0 (7) 

Mode (2): 
In this mode. the MOSFET is turned OFF. The differential 

equations describing this mode can be written as in the following: 
d il/dt = l/LI [E - i l  rl] (8) 
dV,,,/dt =-in,/C (9) 
d i,ldt = 1/L, [V,-I,R, - K, a,] (10) 
d a,/dt = 1N [K,, i, - B w, - TL] (11) 
T, = k , i ,  (12) 
io = il (13) 



3.2 model in^ of The Drive Circuit: 
The equation which represents the timing voltage was given by 

the following expression [a]: 

o. = A [1.0 - (XIT)] (14) ' 
where, o, is the carrier voltage, A is the maximum voltage 
(12 Volt), X is any instant which changes from zero to n i n '  
radians, and T is the chopping period in radians which can be 
given by: 

T = (llf,) (15) 
Gate pulse has a value of 12 volt o r  zero. I t  has a value of 12 

volt when the control voltage is greater than the timing voltage, 
and it has a zero volt when the control voltage is less than the 
timing voltage. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: 
The experimental system is built in the laboratory for 

comparison with the computed results. 

4.1 STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS: 
Figure (4) shows the effect of varying converter duty ratio by - - - 

varying the control voltage a t  half and full load motor torque for 
motor voltage (V,), motor current (I,), motor speed (om) primary 
voltage (V,), primary current (II) and secondary current (ID). 
These results are  obtained with field excitation voltage equals to 
50 volt. 

Figure (5) shows the same results as in Figure (4) but with the 
field excitation voltage equals to 30 Volt. 

Figure (6,7) show the effect of motor current versus motor 
voltage and motor speed with field excitation voltage of 50 volt 
and 30 volt a t  a constant control voltage. The transformation 
ratio of transformer, for figure (6) is one and for figure (7) is one 
and half. 

It is observed that the motor current and speed are  increased 
with increasing the transformation ratio, this is due to increasing 
the secondary voltage. I t  is noticed that the motor speed is 
increased with decreasing the excitation voltage. 



4.2 STEADY STATE WAVEFORMS: 
Figure (8) shows the steady-state waveforms of primary voltage 

(Vi), primary current (il), secondary voltage (Vz) and diode 
current (iD). 

4.3 STARTING BEHAVIOUR: 
Figure (9) shows the starting behaviour for duty ratio equals to 

0.5 a t  half full load torque for motor voltage (V,), motor current 
(i,) and motor speed (a,). The results shows the validity of the 
dynamic model as well as soft motor starting. 

1 5. CONCLUSIONS: 
The steady-state and dynamic behaviour of dc-dc fly-back 

converter feeding a separately excited dc motor has been 
investigated. The modeling and numerical simulation have been 
compared with the experimental results. There are a good 
agreement between simulation and experimental results. The 
effect of varying converter duty ratio at  half and full load with 
different field excitation voltage are given. The motor speed is 
increased with decreasing the excitation voltage. Also, the motor 
has smooth starting for this system. The results obtained show 
that the motor voltage, current and speed are increased with 
increase in the control voltage. This is due to the increase of 
secondary voltage. The results shows that the motor voltage and 
speed are increased with increasing the transformer turns ratio. 

6. APPENDIX: 
The Motor Parameters: 

The test motor is a separately excited dc motor, 50 volt, 50 watt, 
1 Ampere, 3000 r.p.m. It has the following measured parameters: 
R m = 1 0 . 5 Q  , L,, = 0.06 H 9 R r = 5 5 0 0  , 
B = 0.0001 Nm / (rad./Sec.) 9 

K, = 0.127 volt/ (rad./sec.) , 
J = 0.0015 kg.m2. 

The Fly Back Converter Parameters: 
The parameters of the designed system are: 

LI = L2 = 0.478 H , R I = R z = 2 Q  
C = 1200 pF 9 f, = 1200 Hz. 
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Model (1) 

MOSFET is tumed ON 

Model (2) 

MOSFET is tumed OFF 

Figure (3) Modes of operation of the system. 
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Figure (4): Effcct of varying converter control voltage at half and full load 
torque with field excitation voltage equal to 50V. 
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Figure (6): Effect of motor current at constant control voltage (8 volt) with 
field excitation voltage 30 and 50 volt, (NI/N2=1) 
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Fig.(7): Effect of motor current at constant control voltage (8 volt) 
with field excitation voltage 30 and 50 volt, (N1/Nz=1.5). 
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Fig.@): Steady-state vvavefor~ils for control voltage = 6 volt 
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